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ABSTRACT

IMAGE QUALITY MEASURES IN
PROTON COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
Saroj Rai, M.S.
Department of Physics
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Bela Erdelyi, Director

Proton therapy is an external beam radiotherapy that uses proton beam as ionizing radiation to treat localized tumor cells within the human body. The calculated
proton beam range is used to locate and damage the DNA of cancerous tissue, thus,
leading to cell death. Due to the Bragg peak characteristic of protons, the range of
proton beam in matter can be calculated accordingly which offers greater degree of
conformal dose delivery than conventional X-ray beam therapy. Currently, the treatment planning of proton therapy is based on the X-ray computed tomography (CT)
scans of the patient anatomy. The images reconstructed from the xCT scans relies
on the calculation of photon relative linear attenuation coefficients called Hounsfield
units (HU). Proton treatment planning involves converting attenuation coefficients
from xCT scans to relative stopping power (RSP). This conversion procedure results
in range uncertainties in pre-treatment room. Therefore, a new imaging procedure is
needed that can directly calculate the reconstructed RSP values of each patient and
this is the aim of proton computed tomography.
Proton computed tomography (pCT) is a medical imaging procedure that has the
potential to improve and better the currently existing proton therapy treatments.

The proper implementation of pCT would resolve the discrepancies in converting
attenuation coefficients to RSP values by directly calculating the reconstructed proton
RSP distribution. This leads to the reduction of uncertainties in the RSP values of
tissues, decreased irradiation to healthy tissues, greater degree of conformality and
improved patient position in the pre-treatment room. However, the main objective
of this thesis is to better understand the image reconstruction method in pCT by
studying the image quality measures in pCT scans, and investigating methods and
strategies to improve reconstructed image quality with an eye on proton treatment
planning.
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CHAPTER 1
PROTON COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

1.1

Introduction

Cancer is a group of diseases that involves abnormal growth of cells that leads
to the development of malignant tumors. This unregulated cell growth results in
unwanted balance of cell proliferation and cell death, causing significant malaise and
eventual death of the host if untreated. As of today, over 100 different cancers are
reported to affect humans [1].
Cancer is believed to have existed throughout the history of mankind. The
earliest known record of cancer dates back to 1600 BC written in the Egyptian
Edwin Smith Papyrus which describes breast cancer [2]. Cancer is one of the leading
causes of death globally. In 2012, about 14.1 million cases of cancer was reported
causing about 8.2 million deaths, which corresponds to 14.6 % of all human deaths
[3]. In US alone, over 2.3 million new cases of cancer occur every year. It has been
reported that the number of cancer deaths in one year in the US exceeds the number
of people killed in the wars in which the US was involved in the twentieth century
[4].
Based on the type, location, grade of the cancer, and patient’s health, various
treatment options exist for cancer. However, the primary treatment plannings are
surgery, chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
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Surgery is the most common procedure of cancer treatment. It is a localized form
of treatment where the isolated tumor mass is removed surgically to cure the cancer.
However, the surgical treatment is limited by the accessibility of the cancerous tumor
within the host body. Chemotherapy is a form of treatment that involves killing
cancerous cells using specific drugs. It reduces symptoms such as pain and decrease
the inoperable tumor size to make it eventually operable. However, the capability
of chemotherapy treatment is limited by toxicity to normal tissues in the body.
Radiation therapy is a part of cancer treatment plan which uses ionizing radiation. The therapy involves treating localized cancer cells within the human body.
The ionizing radiation is used to damage the DNA of cancerous tissue thus, leading
to cellular death. Basically, two types of radiation therapy exist - internal radiotherapy and external radiotherapy. Internal radiotherapy also called brachytherapy
involves placing radiation source inside or close to the region requiring treatment.
External radiotherapy or simply referred to as radiation therapy in this paper, involves using specifically shaped radiation beams aimed from different angles while
targeting the tumor cells. The effectiveness of radiation therapy is limited by the
capacity to target the tumor precisely with negligible damage to the surrounding
normal tissues. Around 45 % - 55 % of all cancer patients undergo radiation therapy either as curative or palliative treatments [5]. Nonetheless, for cancer treatment
planning, the above three procedures can be applied in conjunction with each other
or as a standalone method for curative or palliative purposes.
The main objective of this thesis was to explore proton computed tomography
(pCT) as a medical imaging procedure. If developed, pCT has the potential to
improve and better the currently existing proton therapy treatments. The main
reason pCT would improve proton therapy is the reduction of uncertainties in the
relative stopping powers of tissues. In turn, this has several other consequences,
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like reducing irradiation to healthy tissue, more conformal dose delivery, patient
positioning improvements, adaptive therapies, etc. The main concept in developing
pCT is the idea that energy loss of protons in tissues depend on the relative stopping powers seen by protons along their trajectories. Measuring proton-by-proton
quantities from which the trajectory and energy deposition can be inferred, followed
by physics based solution of an inverse problem that we call image reconstruction
are the basis of pCT.
Proton beam therapy had numerous proven advantages over other radiation therapy options. For instance, in X-ray beam therapy, the beam radiates energy uniformly along its entire path as it traverses through the whole body. This can be
harmful when treating tumor near critical regions like optic nerve or spinal cord.
Electron beams are not ideal for therapy either as they possess similar characteristics
to X-rays and have shorter path range for a given therapeutic energy [6].
On the other hand, proton beams deposit radiation energy to the targeted tissues
quite precisely without harming the normal or critical tissues around the tumor.
This is possible due to the specific characteristic of proton beams where a relatively
low dose is distributed along the proton trajectories through the body and a high
dose peak, also called Bragg peak is deposited at the very end of the proton path.
Beyond the Bragg peak, the dose concentration drops drastically from 90 % to 20 %
within a few millimeters. Hence, unlike X-rays which can avoid critical tissues only if
they are not in the beam path, proton beam can deliver maximum dose (Bragg peak)
to the targeted tumor with negligible damage to the neighboring normal tissues [6].

4

Figure 1.1: Conversion of photon relative linear attenuation coefficients (Hounsfield
units) to relative stopping power (Image courtesy of G. Coutrakon, NIU)

1.2

Motivation for pCT

In order to fully exploit the Bragg Peak characteristics of proton beams for
proton therapy treatments, the study of proton range distribution or proton stopping
power is needed. Presently, this is done using xCT scans and the verification of
patient position during pre-treatment is done using X-ray radiographs. The images
reconstructed from the scans is based on the calculation of photon relative linear
attenuation coefficients also called Hounsfield units (HU). These Hounsfield units are
then converted to relative stopping power (RSP) values using experimentally based
calibration curve (Figure 1.1) [7]. However, the relationship between Hounsfield Unit
and RSP values of proton is not exclusive due to varying dependence of photon
and proton interactions on Z and Z/A ratio. This conversion method generates
uncertainties in proton range of up to 3 % [8]. As a result, this might lead to
unwanted dose distribution to the surrounding normal tissues or inadequate dose
delivery to the target tumor inside the patient body.
On the other hand, a effective implementation of pCT would resolve the discrepancies in conversion process between xCT Hounsfield units and proton RSP values
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by directly measuring and reconstructing proton RSP distribution. This would allow pCT to precisely predict the position of Bragg peak within the patient body
and hence lead to correct dose distribution and proper patient anatomy position in
the pre-treatment room.

1.3

Brief History on proton beam imaging

The idea of using proton beams for therapy treatments was first proposed by
Robert Wilson in 1946 while designing Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory [9]. He proposed using proton beams as a radiation therapy to treat tumors due to the Bragg
peak characteristic of a proton beam where the maximum dose is deposited along
the proton path in a peak-like distribution toward the end of the proton range. In
1955, the first treatment using proton beam was performed at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, California where a high energy proton beam that traversed through the
entire body was used to treat patients [10]. Six years later, the Harvard Cyclotron
Laboratory collaborated with Massachusetts General Hospital to further explore
proton as a therapeutic means which led to the realization of stopping the proton
beam path at the location of tumor as adavantageous. Based on the Bragg peak
characteristic of proton beam, the proton therapy was further refined and developed
over the next 40 years with an aim to enhance and improve the therapy treatment
planning [11].
In 1963, Allan Cormack proposed using heavy charged particles such as protons
as opposed to X-rays for the computed tomography (CT) procedure [12]. He suggested that the density of matter could be determined by calculating the energy loss
of protons in the matter. He further proposed that the density values reconstructed
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using heavy charged particle CT coupled with the precise calculation of Bragg peak
range would improve the results of charged particle therapy treatment. To mirror
the X-ray imaging procedure, 2D radiographic images were generated using heavy
charged particle, particularly protons. In 1968, Koehler demonstrated how proton
radiographic films produced higher image contrast than that of X-ray radiographs
recorded under similar conditions. This was done using parallel-sided objects with
a thickness approximately equal to the range of proton beam with energy of 160
MeV [13]. In addition, Steward and Koehler exhibited how the imaging of low contrast lesions in tumor tissues improved compared to that of similar X-ray imaging.
This was possible due to the high contrast images generated by proton radiography
[14, 15, 16].
It was not until 1972, the first tomographical reconstruction was performed by
Goitein using alpha particles [17]. He implemented the least-squares reconstruction
algorithm based on the projection data measured by Lyman with alpha particles.
It was later demonstrated by Crowe and associates at Berkeley Laboratory that
the alpha particle CT possessed dose advantage over X-ray CT in human head
reconstructed scans [18]. Likewise, in 1976, Cormack and Koehler built and tested
a pCT model at the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory [19]. This pCT system used
a collimated 158 MeV proton beam to scan a radially symmetric Lucite phantom
made of sugar solution and polystyrene. The calorimeter comprised of a scintillator
crystal seated on a photomultiplier to measure the exit proton beam energy after
traversing the phantom and the density values were reconstructed using Cormack’s
line integral theory [12]. Based on these results, differences in the density values up
to 0.5 % was comfortably distinguishable. In addition, multiple Coulomb scattering
(MCS) was studied to explain the reconstruction artifacts observed at the borderline
between matter with different densities.
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Subsequently, the first 2D tomographical images using protons was announced
by Hanson and colleagues [20, 21, 22]. The system comprised of a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) and a hyperpure germanium detector (HPGe) to record
the location of exit protons and residual energy, respectively. In Hanson’s system,
cylindrical phantoms immersed in a water bath with dimensions 20 and 30 cm were
scanned using collimated proton beam with energies 192 and 240 MeV from the
Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility, respectively. Cylindrical inserts with different
densities were contained in these phantoms to investigate contrast resolution. It was
concluded that this system delivered approximately 9 times lower dose on average
than the conventional X-ray scanner for a given density resolution. In addition,
Hanson proposed using curved trajectories as opposed to straight line path in the
reconstruction to enhance spatial resolution in this pCT system. Similar experiments were carried out by Hanson and associates where a 2D pCT scans of a human
heart and brain were generated by implementing the filtered backprojection reconstruction algorithm and using a magnetically scanned pencil beam in the above pCT
system [23]. Likewise, similar results were obtained with remarkable dose-density
distribution and reduced spatial resolution.
Following the work of Hanson and associates, the development of pCT stalled
and efforts were made to develop and enhance xCT as a diagnostic tool. Nonetheless,
the circumstances changed when the first proton treatment facility was installed at
Loma Linda University Medical Center in 1990 [11]. Since then several other proton
therapy treatment centers have been established. This led to increase in the number
of patients seeking proton treatments, thus, increasing the need for precise patient
position in the pre-treatment room. Consequently, this led to the revival of interest
in proton beam imaging. As of 2015, there are 49 proton therapy centers operating
worldwide with 16 in North America, 17 in Europe, 15 in Asia, and 1 in South Africa
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[24]. As of August 2013, over 96,000 patients have been treated so far using proton
therapy [25]. However, the high cost of accelerators and proton gantry system has
limited the expansion of proton therapy facilities that can generate proton beam
energy up to 250 MeV.

CHAPTER 2
PHYSICS OF PCT

2.1

Introduction

The imaging procedure in pCT is based on the interaction of protons with the
tissues as it traverses the body. It is the difference between the incident proton
beam energy and exit beam energy that determines the quality of the reconstructed
image of the internal structure of the body. As protons traverses the body tissues,
they undergo several physical processes. Among these processes, energy loss by
protons and deflection of protons due to multiple coulomb scattering (MCS) greatly
influence the imaging aspect of the pCT. Protons loose energy due to the inelastic
collisions with the outer electrons of the tissues, thus, resulting into ionizations and
atomic excitations. Protons also experience multiple small-scale scattering (MCS)
from the atomic nuclei of the tissues which leads to the deflection of protons from
their original path. In addition to the above mentioned processes, protons also
experience other secondary interactions that leads to minor reduction in the total
number of protons used for imaging. The frequency of occurrence of these secondary
interactions is proportional to the depth of the object to be imaged.
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2.2

Mean proton energy loss

When the protons navigate through the body, they undergo energy loss due
to the inelastic collision with the outer electrons of the atomic tissue components.
Since, each proton interaction is unique and arbitrary, the amount of energy lost by
a proton varies accordingly as it traverses the body to be imaged. This results in
the fluctuation of the Bragg peak location of a proton for a given path trajectory
and the phenomenon is called energy-straggling. This energy-loss variation (energystraggling) is the primary factor that limits the intrinsic image contrast or density
resolution of pCT [6].

2.2.1

Bethe-Bloch Equation

The average energy loss of protons per unit path length is called stopping power
and is expressed by the approximated Bethe-Bloch equation [6]:

−

−
dE (→
r)
−
−
−
= ηe (→
r ) F [I (→
r ) , E (→
r )]
→
−
dr

(2.1)

where ηe is the relative electron density and is given by,

ηe =

ηe
ηe,water

(2.2)
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Here, ηe,water is the electron density of water (3.343 x 1023 electrons/cm3 ), →
r represents the spatial position within the object to be images. The function term, F is
defined as,
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(2.3)

where K = 0.170 MeV/cm, me c2 is the rest mass of electron (0.511 MeV) and
I(r) is the mean ionization potential of the material which is replaced by the mean
ionization of water (Iwater = 75 eV) for human tissues. As a result, the term F
becomes function of E only and the Equation (2.5) can be written in the following
integral form,
Z

Ein

Eout

dE
F (Iwater , E)

Z
=

−
−
ηe (→
r ) d (→
r)

(2.4)

L

where, Ein is the incident proton energy and Eout is the exit proton energy after
traversing the material. On the right hand side (RHS) of the equation, the relative
electron density distribution is integrated along the proton path L. Since the proton
path is unknown due to MCS, the most likely path (MLP) of a proton is estimated
for the purpose of pCT image reconstruction. Due to the presence of Iwater term
in the integral equation, the approximation of the integrated density (RHS of the
equation) is based on the calculation of water-equivalent path length of a proton as
it traverses through the material to be imaged.

2.2.2

Energy-loss Straggling

The above integral equation (Equation 2.5) which is based on the proton interaction with the body tissues along its trajectory is the image formation principles
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of pCT. However, the equation does not take into account two primary physical
processes: energy-loss straggling and most likely path (MLP) estimation of proton
due to MCS (discussed later).
As the proton beam traverses through the body, the amount of energy lost by
a proton due to the random collisions with the outermost electrons of the tissue
depend on the thickness of the body to be imaged. The variance of the energy-loss
spread for relativistic protons after traversing through a material of thickness d can
be expressed as (Bohr Theory) [6],

2

Z

σ (d) = ηe K
0

d

1 − 21 β 2 (E (Ein , x))
dx
1 − β 2 (E (Ein , x))

(2.5)

Here, E (Ein , x) is the average incident energy of the proton beam after treading a
path length x inside the body (ηe and K were described earlier).

2.2.3

Range of proton beam

According to the NIST (National Institute for Standards and Technology) PSTAR
database, the path range of uniform proton beam with 200 MeV energy in a tissuelike plastic is 25.8 cm. This path depth is enough to permeate an adult sized human
skull. Since a human body is made up of mostly water, the approximated average
beam range in water is given by [6],

hRi = 4.90k 2 + 2.77k

(2.6)

where,
k=

E
100

(2.7)
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Here, E is the incident beam energy in MeV and R is expressed in g/cm2 . At 200
MeV, protons are relativistic in nature and the relativistic beta is expressed as,


2

β =1−

Ep
E + Ep

2
(2.8)

where, β = vc , c is the speed of light, v is the velocity of proton beam and Ep is the
rest mass of protons (938.3 MeV).
The amount of energy-loss of a proton beam is directly proportional to the total
electron density distribution along the beam trajectory. The electron density (ρe in
electrons/cm3 ) of a material is defined as [6],

ρe = ρNA

Ze
Ae


(2.9)

where, ρ is material density, NA is Avogadro’s number, Ze is the effective atomic
number and Ae is the effective mass number of the material. Since the ratio

Ze
Ae

is

relatively constant, the electron density, ρe is proportional to the material density
of the tissues to be imaged, i.e, the material density of the tissues influences the
quality of the reconstructed images in pCT (discussed later).

2.3

Multiple Coulomb Scattering

In addition to the above mentioned energy loss, protons also undergo lateral
and angular displacements from their original direction due to multiple coulomb
scattering (MCS) as it traverses the body to be imaged. This results in the variation
of proton trajectory which, in turn, limit the intrinsic image spatial resolution of
pCT. During this interaction, protons get deflected by the atomic nuclei of the tissues
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causing numerous small-angle scatterings of protons along their path trajectory. As
a result, the exit beam position which leads to the blurring of reconstructed images
in pCT. According to the central limit theorem, the statistics of proton collisions
with nuclei results in the angular dispersion of the incident proton beam. This small
angle dispersion is characterized by a normal distribution. This distribution can be
calculated using the empirical formula for the standard deviation [26],
13.6
σ(l, E) =
β(E)p(E)

r


 
l
l
1 + 0.038 ln
X
X

(2.10)

Here, E is the proton energy, β is the relativistic factor, p is the momentum, l is
the path length and X is the beam range within the medium. Though protons
undergo MCS, MCS does not contribute significantly to energy loss and energy
loss fluctuations. This is because these collision with nuclei are elastic to a good
approximation. [6].

2.4

Other Interactions

Besides, the above discussed energy loss and MCS, protons also undergo other
types of secondary interactions as it traverses through the body. Fortunately, these
interactions does not affect the pCT imaging on a large scale, nonetheless, one
should take these processes into account in order to achieve a more accurate and
precise image formation in pCT and one type of such interactions is nuclear interaction. Depending on the thickness of the material to be traversed, the number of
protons decreases accordingly as they are absorbed within the tissues. During this
interaction, protons lose their energy locally without contributing to the imaging
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procedure. This results in unnecessary dose distribution within the patient body
which is a setback in the development of pCT for clinical purposes.
To address this shortcoming, precise dose-density dependence needs to be formulated. The inter-relationship between a density resolution (image contrast), image
resolution (voxel size) and a given dosage is important to establish dose-density relationship. Based on the energy-loss variation of N protons in a given voxel, the
density resolution is calculated as the one-sigma spread of the relative electron density with respect to its average value and energy-loss straggling is the primary cause
for this spread. In a voxel of size a, the average change in the exit energy for a
proton treading this voxel is given by [6],

∆Eout =

dE
∆ηe a
dx

where ∆ηe is a change in the relative electron density in that voxel and

(2.11)

dE
dx

is the

stopping power (discussed earlier). Let σηe be the energy-loss spread of relative
electron density which is defined as,

σηe = √

σB
N a dE
dx

(2.12)

where, σB is the energy-loss variation of individual protons. In addition, the dosage,
D in the voxel can be expressed as,

D=

N dE
a2 ρe dx

(2.13)
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where, ρe is the electron density. Substituting for N in Equation (2.11) using Equation (2.12), the energy-loss spread of relative-electron density can be written as,

σηe = q

σB

(2.14)

Da4 ρe dE
dx

The above equation describes the dose-density relationship for a proton beam with
a given incident energy.
Besides nuclear interaction, secondary interactions also take place in a pCT scanner. For instance, protons undergo inelastic scattering of hadrons from atomic nuclei
of the tissues. These hadronic collisions with the tissues at energies below 40 MeV
result in the production of secondary particles like neutrons, pions and kiaons. This
is the energy level at which most nuclear interactions take place. Fortunately, the
simulation code (discussed later) take these interactions into account and reconstruction algorithm can be adjusted accordingly so that these physical processes do
not significantly offset the imaging procedure in pCT.

CHAPTER 3
NIU PCT SYSTEM

3.1

Introduction

The general setup of pCT detector consists of a head size phantom, four tracking
detectors and a calorimeter as shown in the Figure (3.1). A beam of protons with
energy of 200 MeV is used. Two trackers are placed before the phantom and other
two are placed after the phantom. These tracker planes record the positions of
individual protons entering and exiting the head phantom. At the end, protons hit
the calorimeter where their energies are measured.

3.2

Prototype pCT Scanner

Northern Illinois University (NIU) has been involved in building and operating
two prototype pCT devices for 3D imaging - Phase I proton CT scanner and Phase

Figure 3.1: Cone beam geometry of the pCT setup including a rotating head phantom
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Figure 3.2: Phase I pCT Scanner (Image courtesy of G. Coutrakon, NIU)
II pct scanner. The Phase I scanner was built using silicon strips whereas the Phase
II scanner was constructed using scintillating fibers.

3.2.1

Phase I pCT Scanner

Loma Linda University led the collaborative effort with NIU and University
of California Santa Cruz to build the Phase I scanner. The trackers used in this
scanner were made from 400 µm wide silicon wafers [27]. These wafers were carved
into silicon strips capable of producing pitch resolution of 228 µm. Two tracker
stations were placed upstream of the phantom and two stations were positioned
downstream of the phantom. Each tracker stations consist of two detector planes
for (X,Y) coordinate measurements (Figure 3.2).
The calorimeter used in the scanner is made of 18 CsI crystals measuring 125
mm in length to stop proton beam of 200 MeV. Each crystals wrapped with 65
µm reflective polymer film were stacked closely together. These crystals were then
coupled to the photodiodes for proton detection. Since, the worsening of photodiode
surface is proportional to the amount of radiation exposure over time, the usage of
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CsI crystals limits the proton rate to about 100 kHz. The phase I scanner used Lucy
QA phantom to study imaging with limitations in image reconstruction precision.
However, development of NIU Phase II pCT scanner which uses plastic scintillators
in trackers and calorimeters will increase the proton rate to about 2 MHz and also
accelerate data acquisition to generate human head size images within 10 minutes.

3.2.2

Phase II pCT Scanner

NIU in collaboration with Fermi National Accelerator (FNAL) designed and
built the Phase II pCT scanner. Similar to Phase I scanner, two trackers with
dimension of 20 cm by 24 cm is placed before the phantom at 15 cm and 30 cm and
two trackers with dimension of 24 cm by 30 cm is positioned after the phantom at 70
cm and 85 cm along z-direction to measure the (X,Y) coordinates of each individual
protons entering and exiting the head phantom. Likewise, at the end, calorimter
with dimension of 27 cm by 36 cm is located to measure the residual energy of the
exit protons. To undergo full pCT scan, a rotational MIRD head phantom is placed
at z = 50 cm. The distance between the phantom and the inner (upstream and
downstream) trackers is 20 cm and the distance between tracking stations is 15 cm.
The proton beam source is located 2 m away from the phantom. The above setup
is illustrated in the Figure (3.3).
In order to pCT scan adult human head, a maximum head phantom size of 23
cm diameter and body axis length of 20 cm is used. Using scanning magnets, a
cone-shaped 200 MeV proton beam with a range of 26 cm is used to image head
size phantom. The trackers were made from polystyrene scintillating fibers with 0.5
mm diameter. This was done to build low mass detectors which will decrease the
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Figure 3.3: NIU Phase II pCT Scanner (Image courtesy of G. Coutrakon, NIU)
occurrence of MCS at the trackers, thus, reducing the errors in reconstruction of
proton trajectories through the patient body. Each trackers has four layers of fibers
positioned in X and Y directions alternatively. These fibers are glued together by
a low density (ρ = 0.03 g/cm3 ) rohacell substrate with thickness of 2 mm. This is
done to minimize space between the fibers. Theses fibers are then bundled together
into triangular shaped groups with each groups consisting of three fibers to form a
bundle as shown in the figure. Each bundles are then coupled with silicon photo
multipliers (SiPMs) to pass light detector information. The entire assembly of each
trackers is held together by Techtron (carbon fiber) frames.
Calorimeter, also called proton range detector, consists of stack of poly vinyl
toluene (PVT) scintillating layers. There are 96 scintillating layers and each layers
are 3.2 mm thick. A wavelength shifting (WLS) fiber with 1 mm diameter is inserted
into each layer. The WLS fiber is intertwined four times across the layer uniformly
to detect light measurements and the data is passed to SiPMs to capture more light.
SiPMs are connected at both ends of WLS fiber. Signals from SiPMs are amplified
and digitized to determine proton range measurement. This range measurement
in the calorimeter is used to calculate water equivalent path length (WEPL) in
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Figure 3.4: The Herman head phantom with its internal structures shown
the patient body. Currently, the calorimeter is operating at the ProCure Proton
Treatment Center using 200 MeV proton test beam.
NIU Phase II scanner is a upgrade to Phase I scanner. Phase II scanner is capable
of higher data rate (approximately 20 times) compared to the Phase I scanner.
In addition, the tolerance of WLS fibers to radiation exposure is higher than the
CsI crystals used in Phase I scanner. As a result, WLS fiber last longer than its
counterpart.

3.3

RSP calculation for MIRD head phantom

For the purpose of pCT image reconstruction, proton relative stopping power
(RSP) values for the material compositions in a MIRD (Medical Internal Radiation
Dose) herman head phantom were calculated (Figure 3.4).
The composition of herman head phantom is given in the Table (3.1) [28].
Since proton beam of 200 MeV is relativistic in nature, energy-velocity relationship (Equation 2.3) is used to calculate relativistic beta (β) where the rest mass of
proton, Ep = 938 MeV and the proton beam energy at which RSP is evaluated, E
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Table 3.1: Composition of Herman head phantom
Material
Shape
Soft Tissue
Bone
Ellipsoid
CSF Upper Right Semi-Cylindrical
CSF Upper Left
Semi-Cylindrical
CSF Lower
Semi-Cylindrical
CSF Central
Elliptical Cylinder
Brain
Ellipsoid
Carcinoma
Ellipsoid
Meningoma
Ellipsoid

Volume (%)
49.83
18.33
0.124
0.124
0.383
0.015
31.19
0.0006
0.0023

= 200 MeV. The energy loss of a proton while traversing the medium to be imaged
is directly proportional to electron density distribution along the proton path. The
electron density (ρe ) of a medium is calculated using Equation (2.9). Here effective atomic number (Ze ) and effective mass number (Ae ) is calculated using the
expression:
Ze
=
Ae



Ze
Ae


=

X

wi

i

Zi
Ai

(3.1)

where wi is the fractional weight of element with atomic number Zi and mass number
Ai . wi is further calculated using,
ni Ai
wi = X
nj Aj

(3.2)

j

Here, n is the number of atoms per molecule. So, the electron density can be written
as (Equation 2.4),
"
ρe = ρNA
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According to the Bethe-Bloch theory, the mean energy loss of protons per unit path
length, also called stopping power (dE/dx) is primarily due to ionization and atomic
excitation of a traversed object along the proton trajectory. The RSP is calculated
as the ratio of energy loss in the medium to the energy loss in the water and can be
expressed as,
RSP =

dE/dx |m
dE/dx |w

(3.4)

where subscript m denotes a given medium and subscript w represents water. After
further expanding the expression for RSP using approximated Bethe-Bloch formula
(Equation 2.5), we get,
i
ln
− β (E)
h 
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2
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(3.5)

Here, me c2 is electron rest mass (0.511 MeV), β 2 (E) was calculated to be 0.3205 for
200 MeV proton beams, Iw is the mean ionization of water (75eV), ρe,w is electron
density of water (3.343 x 1023 electrons/cm3 ), the constant K has the value 0.170
MeV/cm and Im is the mean ionization potential of a material. The mean ionization
of a material can be calculated using the expression [29]
X
lnI =

i

wi

Zi
lnIi
Ai

Z
A

(3.6)

where Ii is the mean ionization potential of a element in a given material. Below
is the table of calculated RSP values for material composition in a MIRD head
phantom. However, one should note that the Im for Bone, Brain and soft tissue were
collected from the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) Material
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Composition database [30], whereas Im values for CSF, haematoma, carcinoma and
meningoma were calculated using the approximated formula for I (Equation 3.6).
Table 3.2: Calculation of RSP values
Material Bone Brain
CSF Soft Tissue
RSP
1.4134 1.0319 1.0311
0.9908

3.4

Haematoma Carcinoma Meningoma
1.0289
1.0673
1.0339

PCT Detector Simulation using Geant4

In order to better understand the complex characteristics of proton transmission
and detector responses involved in the pCT detector, computer simulations were
performed using Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) Monte Carlo methods. Geant4
is a software toolkit for the simulation of the channel of particles through matter
[31]. Geant4 simulations was developed to model the pCT detector setup. When
protons traverses the matter, they undergo several physical interactions such as
multiple coulomb scattering, nuclear interaction, inelastic scattering and hadronic
elastic scattering. So, to take these physical processes into account that occur in
a proton therapy, the combination of the Quark Gluon String Precompound and
the Bertini cascade model (QGSP BERT) is employed in the Geant4 simulation
code. The QGSP model includes high energy inelastic scattering of hadrons by
nuclei whereas Bertini Cascade model is implemented to simulate primary protons,
neutrons, pions and kaons below 10 GeV which produces secondary neutrons and
protons from hadronic collision with nuclei.
For the simulation purpose, cone shaped beam was used. Also, the physical
properties such as material composition and dimensions for the four tracker planes
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and a calorimeter were adjusted accordingly. To mimic the NIU Phase II pCT
scanner, the head phantom was set to undergo a full 360 degree rotation in the
simulation. In addition, various number of parameters can also be adjusted in
the simulation such as the total phantom rotation angle, the number of projection
angle and the number of events (protons) for each projection angle. Based on
these parameters, any total number of events can be generated to undergo full 360
degree pCT head scan in the simulation. This is done using multiple nodes in
the Northern Illinois Center for Accelerator and Detector Development (NICADD)
computer cluster [28].
In the end, the Data Aquisition (DAQ) system in the pCT detector detects electronic signals from the four tracker planes and a calorimeter to record four (X,Y)
coordinates from each plane and the calculated WEPL (residual energy) respectively. These nine quantities along with the projection angle are used in the image
reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct high quality pCT image.

CHAPTER 4
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION IN PCT

4.1

Introduction

Proton computed tomography (pCT) is a imaging technigue that has the potential to improve the proton therapy planning by precisely mapping the distribution of
relative stopping power (RSP). As the protons traverse the body to be imaged, the
energy lost per unit length (RSP) of the proton is directly proportional to the electron density of the targeted tumor. So, the main goal of the pCT is to reconstruct
a plot of the electron density distribution based on the data sets of converted water
equivalent path lengths (WEPL) measurements from N number of protons. In other
words, a 3D voxelized map of RSP values representing the herman head phantom
and its internal structures (brain, bone, soft tissue, etc.) is obtained from the residual energy and position data of protons entering and exiting the pCT system. These
data sets are extracted from the DAQ system of Geant4 simulation which is then
incorporated into the image reconstruction algorithm. The algorithm will disect the
head phantom volume into a regular grid of M voxels with a dimension of 1 mm3
voxels. Image is then reconstructed by converting RSP values of individual voxels
to grayscale values. In the end, the reconstructed image is generated in the form of
two-dimensional transverse slice through the phantom.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic demonstration of proton path for the pCT scanner. The
proton path inside the object undergoes scattering leading to a zig-zag path (red)

4.2

Filtered Backprojection Method

Filtered backprojection (FBP) method is a Radon-transform based reconstruction algorithm which is commonly used in xCT [6]. The Radon transform is based
on the assumption that the integral path, L in the Equation below (derived from
Equation 2.8) is a straight line.
Z

Z

Ein

ηe (r) dr =
L

Eout

dE
F [Iwater , E]

(4.1)

In other words, it is presumed that the proton traverses the matter in a straight
line connecting both the entry and exit points (line AB in the Figure 4.1). This
line is termed as straight line path (SLP). For simplicity, a two dimensional plane is
considered as shown in the figure. The same results can be applied in three dimensional case as well. Initially, at the zero degree projection angle of proton beam,
each proton entering the matter may have a different path length which may not be
parallel to the line AB. Likewise, if the projection angle is rotated over 180 degrees
by scanning the beam counter-clockwise, proton path will be recorded which again
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may not be parallel to the line AB. As a result, these path lines undergoes roughly
180 degrees scan which is needed for inversion of the Radon transform. Based on the
analysis of the transform along each proton path’s SLPs, a two dimensional distribution image of ηe is generated. The lines that are parallel to each other are assembled
together in groups, forming N number of groups. In the end, the FBP algorithm
calculates the inversion of the Radon transform from N projections. Even though,
the algorithm calculates the inversion precisely the basis of the FBP method itself is
based on approximation of actual proton path. Due to this, the FBP reconstruction
method run into two major issues. Firstly, the approximated proton path could be
off from the actual path by a few millimeters and secondly, the actual path may not
be a straight line to begin with. Hence, FBP method serves only as a initial guess
or a pre-conditioner to solve the image reconstruction problem.

4.3

Estimating Most Likely Path

Due to the substandard spatial resolution obtained with pCT in comparision
to xCT, pCT projects were disregarded in the past. This lack of proper spatial
resolution is the result of multiple coulomb scattering (MCS) within the object to
be imaged (Chapter 2). So, in order to study this MCS phenomena, two major
researches were conducted. The first research was based on Fermi-Eyges theory of
MCS in which the most probable proton path was approximated and its standard
deviation at a given range within the object to be imaged was calculated [32]. After
measuring the proton entry and exit position on the imaged object, the researchers
constructed a scheme by which the direction of the exit proton was also established.
Utilizing the knowledge of proton entry and exit position as well as proton exit
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direction, proton trajectory also called cubic spline path (CSP) within the imaged
object was estimated. Even though the CSP method is applicable for non-uniform
material composition, it does not take MCS into account. Therefore, the second
research was carried out as an update to the first one where χ2 formalism was
used in conjunction with the calculation of proton entry and exit position and exit
direction to model a closed-form expression for the most likely path (MLP) of a
proton as it traverses the object to be imaged [33].
Li validated the idea that a better spatial resolution in reconstructed images
could be obtained with pCT by implementing MLP formalism along with image
reconstruction algorithm [34]. In other words, the MLP method was capable of
estimating a proton path within 1 mm of a actual path. This led to the idea of
using 1 mm3 voxel size in image reconstruction software.

4.3.1

MLP formalism

The most likely path (MLP) formalism is developed to study the stochastic path
of a proton as it traverses the object to be imaged in pCT. Based on the knowledge
of a proton entry and exit positions, the path curve that best mimics the actual
proton path is estimated [35]. To establish this formalism, several aspects such as
proton energy-loss, small-angle scattering and thickness of the medium are taken
into account.
In the MLP formalism, small-angle approximation is made to study MCS. During
this small-angle scattering protons undergo several angular and lateral displacements
along their path length. Due to the random nature of the proton scattering, the
angular and lateral dispersion can be categorized using Gaussian distribution. The
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Figure 4.2: Schematic setup of MLP scattering at a location s1
mean of this distribution is null due to the lack of fixed scattering direction whereas
the variance can be calculated using the following standard deviation expression,
13.6
σ(l, E) =
β(E)p(E)

r


 
l
l
1 + 0.038 ln
X
X

(4.2)

where, E is the proton energy, β is the relativistic factor, p is the momentum, l is
the path length and X is the beam range within the medium. Since E is considered
to be uniform, the Equation (4.2) does not quite hold in the case of pCT where
protons lose energy as it traverses through the medium. So, the formula (Equation
4.2) was modified accordingly to account for stochastic distribution of proton path
and energy loss along the path trajectory.
From the Figure 4.2, s is the arclength along a reference proton that does not
undergo any scattering. Assuming that a proton with energy E(s1 ) gets scattered
at a point s1 , by an angle dθ(s1 ), then the presumptive differential equation that
characterize this process can be expressed as,

dθ(s1 ) = f (E(s1 )) dWg (s1 )

(4.3)
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and,
dy(s1 ) = (s − s1 )dθ(s1 )

(4.4)

where,
f (E(s1 )) =

13.6
1
√
β(E)p(E) X

(4.5)

Here, dy(s1 ) is the resultant lateral displacement at point s1 and Wg (s1 ) is the generalized Wiener process (simple continuous stochastic process that describes MCS
as a white noise, ξ) given by,

dWg =

dWg
ds = ξg ds
ds

(4.6)

The subscript g denotes generalized. After some detailed mathematical analysis
[35], the two Gaussian stochastic processes - the variance of the angular (σθ2 ) and
lateral (σy2 ) displacements were deduced as follows,
Z

σθ2 (s)

s

f 2 (E(s1 )g(s1 )) ds1

(4.7)

f 2 (E(s1 )) g(s1 )(s − s1 )2 ds1

(4.8)

=
0

σy2 (s)

s

Z
=
0

In the Equation (4.7), the angular variance is computed as a function of energy loss
and an unknown function g(s). However, one should note, that for the purpose of
this derivation, energy straggling is neglected. Since, the scattering angle and lateral
displacement processes are dependent entities, their correlation was calculated and
thus, their covariance can be expressed in the form (Equation 4.9),

2
σyθ

Z
=
0

s

f 2 (E(s1 )) (s − s1 ) ds1

(4.9)
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where, the above unknown function is defined as g(s) = (c1 + c2 ln s) (c1 + 2c2 + c2 ln s)
where c1 and c2 are pre-determined constants. Hence, to conclude, for a given
position, s, the above Gaussian stochastic processes (scattering angle and lateral
displacement) are random variables with variances given above.

4.4

Image Reconstruction System Matrix

Since, the proton trajectory inside the body to be imaged follows non-linear
path, each proton path needs to be processed individually in the pCT scanner. As a
result, image reconstruction becomes a tedious procedure. So, to achieve fast image
reconstruction, MLP formalism is implemented in conjunction with the parallelized
image reconstruction algorithm and hardware acceleration to reconstruct electron
density distribution map at the voxel level [36]. Iterative algorithm measures the
energy loss along the proton path to make an estimation of the projection data. It
then exploits the difference in the actual measured and estimated projection data to
enhance the reconstruction in a iterative process until the difference becomes minimal. The reconstruction algorithm chosen for this task is algebraic reconstruction
technique (ART) [37]. ART (discussed later) is a iterative projection based reconstruction algorithm which was developed mathematically to solve linear system of
equations in the form of AX = B.
Apparently, this is an infinite dimensional problem. However, by dissecting
the image reconstruction region into two dimensional (pixels) or three dimensional
(voxels), the dimensionality of the problem can be trimmed down where the electron
density distribution image, ηe is taken to be constant in each pixel/voxel. In the
above equation, A is a nxm matrix with entries aj i . Each entry represents the
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chord length (length of intersection)of the i-th proton path in the j-th voxel. X is
an unknown image vector with dimension m and B is a n dimensional vector with
entries bi . Each entry correspond to the relative stopping power (RSP) of the i-th
proton path. To calculate the elements of matrix A, mainly two different techniques
were exploited. The first technique involves calculating exact chord lengths where
MLP step-points are joined together with straight line segments. In this method,
the step-size was taken to be half the size of the pixel so that with each step, we can
either stay in the same pixel or navigate into one of the surrounding eight pixels.
Thus, depending on where each new step-point commutes the distance between MLP
step-points is added to the corresponding pixel chord length. Since, calculation is
needed at each step-point to measure exact chord length, the method requires intense
computation which then leads to longer reconstruction time [38].
So, to decrease the reconstruction time the second technique designates a single
chord to every pixel intersections along a proton path. This method depends on the
presumption that a considerable number of protons will propagate the given grid of
voxels (voxelized head phantom volume) in a certain direction and will have a homogeneous spatial distribution. This method is implemented in the ART algorithm
to reconstruct images using the data sets from the Geant4 simulations [38].

4.5

Image Reconstruction Algorithm

The ART algorithm can be expressed mathematically as [38]

x

n+1

bi − hai , xn i i
a
=x +λ
kai k2
n

(4.10)
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where, n denotes iteration index, λ is a user defined relaxation parameter with a
values of 0.002 and, xn and xn+1 represent current and updates image estimates
respectively (ai and bi are defined in the previous section). For the reconstruction
purpose, 10 ART iterations were executed for i number of protons. With proper
proton therapy dose calculation in perspective, the quality of the reconstructed
image was studied based on the comparison between actual and reconstructed RSP
values. This was done by converting phantom RSP (energy dependent) to a mean
RSP in the following way,
h 

i
2me c2 β 2 (E)
2
200
ln Im 1−β 2 (E) − β (E)
1

i dE
ηe,m h 
ρs =
2 β 2 (E)
∆E 10
ln 2mIwe c 1−β
− β 2 (E)
2 (E)
Z

(4.11)

where ηe,m is the electron density relative to water. For the energy range of 10
- 200 MeV, the integrand changes gradually with energy. In addition, after each
ART cycle, the relative error in the reconstructed images was calculated using the
expression below [38],
X
εn =

0

|xj − xnj |

j

X

0

|xj |

(4.12)

j
0

where xj represent actual phantom RSP values in pixel j whereas xnj is the reconstructed RSP values in pixel j after n cycles.

CHAPTER 5
BLOCK-ITERATIVE AND STRING-AVERAGING
ALGORITHM FOR PCT RECONSTRUCTION

5.1

Introduction

As per the clinical purpose, image reconstruction using pCT should not take
more than 15 minutes whereas verification of patient anatomy position for therapy
treatment should take less than 5 minutes [39]. Due to this, fast and efficient reconstruction method is needed for successful implementation of pCT. To address
this, ART algorithm was incorporated in the pCT research for image reconstruction
thus providing encouraging results in the past. Since, ART algorithm was based on
the MLP formalism, the time taken to reconstruct images was not ideal due to the
intense computation associated with the MLP. Also, the amount of time required
to reconstruct images depended on the processing power of the CPU (Central Processing Unit). As a result, time and effort have been invested in the advancement
of parallel computing in order to develop iteration projection based reconstruction
algorithm that can be executed over multiple nodes which would eventually result
in faster, precise and efficient algebraic reconstructions.
In spite of the shortcomings, the development of ART algorithm served as a
platform for the advancement of various other iterative algorithms which led to
the enhancement of reconstruction time without compromising the quality of the
reconstructed images.
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5.2

DROP and CARP Algorithms

For the purpose of pCT image reconstruction, there are several iterative projection methods that can be implemented to study image quality measures. Out
of these, one class of such algorithm is a block-iterative projection (BIP) method
(discussed later). This BIP method called diagonally relaxed orthogonal projections (DROP) is used by the sequential code for image reconstruction. Another
class of such projection based algorithm is string-averaging method (discussed later)
called component-averaged row projections (CARP). Besides these two and ART,
there are other projection methods, namely, Block-iterative component averaging
(BICAV) and ordered-subsets simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (OSSART) that can be implemented in the reconstruction algorithm accordingly [38].
However, for the purpose of this thesis, only DROP and CARP are discussed in
detail.

5.2.1

DROP Methodology

The block-iterative projections (BIP) methods process groups of hyperplanes,
Hi to find feasible points to the convex feasibility problem (CFP). Initially, these
groups of hyperplanes or blocks may not necessarily be fixed [40, 41]. Instead they
could undergo drastic change over the course of iterations such as the number of
groups their sizes and the correspondence of the hyperplanes to the blocks given that
the“weights” that are associated with the hyperplanes form a candid sequence given
by I = {1, 2, ..., m} and {Hi |i ∈ I} where the second expression represents finite sets
of hyperplanes with non-empty intersection. Let R+ be defined as non-negative real
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line then weight vector, w can be mapped as w: I → R+ where

X

w(i) = 1. The

i

arrangement w(n) for n = {0, 1, 2, ..., ∞} is defined candid if for every i there exists
X
infinite n values such that wn (i) > 0 and
wn (i) = ±∞. Defining Pi as the
n

orthogonal projection of x onto the hyperplanes, block-iterative projections (BIP)
can be expressed as,
xn+1 = xn + λn [Pwn (xn ) − xn ]
where x0 ∈ Rn (initialization) and Pw (x) =

X

(5.1)

w(i) Pi (x). xn+1 , xn and λn are

i

defined earlier (see Chapter 4). With this technique, calculations of projections onto
a block can be done simultaneously whereas the blocks are processed sequentially.
For M number of blocks, I can be written as I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ ...IM and weight
vectors can be expressed as,

wn =

X

wn (i)ei

(5.2)

i∈It(n)

where t(n) is a recurring control array over the set {1, 2, ..., M } and ei is the i-th
standard basis vector. Now, using these expressions, Equation (5.1) can be written
in the form,

xn+1 = xn + λn 

X

i∈It(n)

i

wn (i)

n



bi − ha , x i i 
a
kai k2

(5.3)

In addition, for the purpose of pCT reconstruction, identical hyperplane weights and
constant block sizes were used in the BIP method. Likewise, component-dependent
weighting method was recently formulated in accordance with the BIP method where
the idea of orthogonal projections onto the hyperplanes was exploited. This tech-
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nique is called diagonally-relaxed orthogonal projections (DROP) described by the
expression,

X bi − hai , xn i
= xn + λn Ut(n) 
ai 
2
i
ka k
i∈I


xn+1

(5.4)

t(n)

h

i

where Ut(n) = diag min(1, s1t and stl is the number of non-zero elements in the l-th
l

column of the t-th block of the matrix of A,
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(5.5)

CARP Methodology

Unlike BIP technique in string-averaging method, calculation of projections onto
the hyperplanes within each block is done sequentially in a string-like fashion and
in the end the blocks are processed simultaneously [42].


t t
t
Let It be the string defined as It = i1 , i2 , ..., im(t) where t = {1, 2, ..., M } and
m(t) represents the number of elements in the string It . Then the string-averaging
method can be expressed mathematically as,

xn+1 = R (T1 (xn ), T2 (xn ), ..., TM (xn ))

(5.6)

Tt (xn ) = Rit m(t) ....Rit 2 Rit 1 (xn )

(5.7)

where,
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Here, for each value of t, the algorithm employs the operator that corresponds to the
t-th string onto xn respectively using parallelization. The operator R then projects
every endpoints onto next iterate, xn+1 .
In our case, the parallel code used for the pCT reconstruction is based on a
version of the string-averaging method called component averaged row projections
(CARP). The mathematical expression for the CARP algorithm is given below,

y

i+1

bi − hai , xn i i
a
= y + λi
kai k2
i

(5.8)

Here, for each value of t, y 0 = xn for i = {0, 1, ..., m(t) − 1}. Also for a given t,
suppose y t = y m(t) to calculate the successive iterate using,

xn+1
j

M
1 X t
= t
y
sj t=1 j

(5.9)

where stj represents number of strings with non-zero elements in the j-th column of
the t-th block of the system matrix A.

5.3

Total Variation Superiorization Method

As discussed earlier, iterative based algorithms need to be implemented for faster,
efficient and more precise reconstruction of images in the pCT. These iterative techniques also called projection methods use projections onto the finite individual sets
(closed and convex) to solve for a solution (feasible points) among other solutions to
the convex feasibility problem (CFP). The other technique that is used in the field
of imaging is optimization. This method is based on solving CFP by minimizing
a certain “quality” function to generate “optimal” solution. However, due to the
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irregularities either in the collected data or the choice of the quality function, the
optimal solution may not necessarily be a desired solution. As a result, the implementation of the optimization technique in the pCT reconstruction is not considered
favorable. So, to address the above situations, the total variation superiorization
(TVS) method is explored to study pCT reconstruction.
Unlike optimization technique, superiorization method is not based on minimizing a particular quality function to solve CFP nor does it seek to solve certain feasible
points. It rather explores feasible points which is not necessarily a minimized solution but is “superior” in accordance with a given function [38]. In other words,
superiorization method finds a feasible solution to the CFP such that the value of
a given function is lower but not essentially minimum than the value of the same
function at some feasible point that it would have attained if the superiorization
method was not employed. Hence, incorporating the total variation superiorization
(TVS) technique into a iterative projection based method would not only guide the
projection to a superior feasible points with respect to a given quality function but
also reduces the computational time by finding an optimal or feasible solution faster.

5.4

Parallelization in pCT Reconstruction

As discussed earlier, parallel computing is needed to speed up image reconstruction to make pCT clincally viable. In principle, parallelization is achieved
by distributing proton path history across a set of assigned memory compute nodes
through message passing interfaces (MPIs) with each node employing graphical processing units (GPUs).
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Firstly, the proton histories are passed into the memory nodes where each MPI in
the parallel code reads it own subset of histories. Statistical analysis of these histories
is performed before the actual reconstruction takes place. This analysis weeds out
abnormal proton histories based on the entry and exit information obtained from the
Geant4 simulation which results in the reduction of histories by 30-40%. Employing
Fieldkamp-Davis-Kress algorithm, the remaining data are then amassed into conebeam projections. The intial guess of the solution is done using FBP. The boundary
of the resulting image is then resolved using segmentation methods for the purpose of
MLP calculation. The MLP calculation of a proton history in a given voxel conform
to the non-zero coefficients in the row of linear system matrix A corresponding to
that history. Consequently, iterative based projection method will employ these
coefficients to solve the system matrix [36].
As stated in previous chapter, MLP calculation is a tedious and time-consuming
process. Since MLP needs to be calculated for each proton path, there are approximately 256 voxels in each MLP with a voxel size of 1 mm3 . So, for an average adult
human sized head, saving MLP voxel data from a billion proton histories would
eclipse the storage capacity of a typical single-node system. However, by partitioning the histories across multiple memory nodes, the parallel code will be able to
parallel compute MLPs which, in turn, will scale down the memory requirement to
store the MLPs on each node. Additionally, each nodes will compute MLPs using
GPUs for further parallelism and hence, reduction in the reconstruction time.
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5.5

Specifications of NIU computer cluster

The framework for the development and usage of the parallel code for image
reconstruction at NIU is based on the sequential code from the dissertation of Penfold. The code bundles proton histories into blocks and then NVIDIA’s CUDA
(Computer Unified Device Architecture) version 5.0 is used to synchronously process the histories in each block. Using the DROP version of BIP method, the code
solves the linear system of equations sequentially [36].
For the purpose of fast pCT image reconstruction and to study the image quality
measures, a modified, parallelized adaptation of the above sequential code have been
implemented on a hybrid CPU/GPU computer cluster at NIU. The cluster called
Gaea holds 60 computing nodes. These nodes are connected through a full 1:1 nonblocking Infiniband and Ethernet switch interconnects. Each node comprises two
6-core CPUs (Intel Xeon X5650, 2.67 GHz), 72 GB RAM and two 448-core GPUs
(NVIDIA Tesla M2070, 6GB RAM). Along with local storage of 2 TB, Gaea also
boasts 192 TB of disk space. For the computational purpose, MPI is implemented
in the parallel version of the code.
In the case of pCT reconstruction, one of the advantages of using parallel code as
opposed to the sequential code (such as ART algorithm) is the choice of projection
method [36]. ART, for instance, projects onto one hyperplane at a time whereas
algorithm based on parallelization will be able to project onto blocks of hyperplanes
simultaneously. Hyperplanes, as it is termed, represents the i-th row of the m x n
linear system (AX = B). As a result, this would expedite the process of finding the
desired solution and hence, lead to faster image reconstruction without degrading
the quality of the reconstructed image. Here, the standard of the image quality
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would be judged based on the calculation of relative error (discussed in previous
chapter).

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS FROM IMAGE QUALITY MEASURE
STUDIES

6.1

Introduction

As mentioned earlier, the main objective of this thesis is to explore and study
pCT as a medical imaging procedure. The goal of this study is to better understand
image reconstruction quality in pCT, investigate objective, task-based image quality measures by implementing NIU’s reconstruction code, and establish strategies to
enhance reconstructed image quality with an aim to improve proton treatment planning. In essence, these studies were based on the proton histories generated from the
Geant4 simulation code that models the NIU pCT scanner setup. The energy and
position data of protons entering and exiting the pCT system from the simulation
code are converted into water equivalent path length (WEPL) of the proton. Based
on these set of WEPL measurements from N protons, electron density distribution
of herman head phantom is plotted to a rectangular reconstruction volume which
is decomposed into a regular grid of M voxels. So, in order to probe image quality
measures in pCT, three main studies were carried out - Total Variation Superiorization (TVS) study in conjunction with DROP and CARP parameter, relative error
calculation in RSP values of the reconstructed images and voxel-level statistical
analysis of the reconstructed RSP values. These studies were conceived as part of,
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and forming a substantial part of the first half of, a comprehensive university-wide
plan towards systematic improvement of pCT image reconstruction quality.

6.2

DROP and CARP Parameters Study

6.2.1

Introduction

To study the quality measures of the reconstructed images in pCT, TVS method
was explored in conjunction with the block-iterative diagonally relaxed orthogonal
projections (DROP) algorithm. As discussed earlier, this projection based algorithm is capable of executing simultaneous calculations on all hyperplanes (groups
of blocks) within each block. These blocks are then processed subsequently where
the optimal solution is retrieved from the outcome of the last block.
Component-averaged row projections (CARP) is an adaptation of string-averaging
methods which is implemented by the parallel algorithm in our case. Initially, the
proton histories are partitioned across multiple blocks where a specific block passes
the initial guess solution of the linear equation (based on the FBP method) to all
other blocks. With each iteration, the blocks processes simultaneously to obtain
individual solution vectors. The average of these solution vectors is computed and
then passed on as a solution for the next iteration. To compare, DROP has many
times the number of smoothing operations compared to CARP, and that is what we
see in the reconstructed images.
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6.2.2

Results from DROP Study

Using the acquired data from the Geant4 simulation and implementing parallelized TVS-DROP algorithm, images of the MIRD head phantom were reconstructed. The reconstruction algorithm was executed using 20 compute nodes of
Gaea cluster (discussed earlier). The main purpose of this study was to seek the optimum TVS-DROP value for a given number of events (protons) that would generate
reconstructed images of “best” possible quality. In our case, image reconstruction
was done using approximately one billion Geant4 events with iteration number set
to 10. Based on careful qualitative analysis (discussed shortly) of the reconstructed
images and visual skills, the optimum TVS-DROP value was found to be 0.0875 at
the 10th iteration. With this value, the iterative algorithmic scheme was able to
reconstruct the image of better quality as compared to other reconstructed images
with different TVS-DROP values.
One should note that the analysis was based on prioritizing image quality through
visuals rather than searching for the lowest TVS value. In other words, the reconstructed image with “higher” quality may not necessarily have the lowest TVS value.
However, if the visual qualities of the images are similar then the image with the
lowest TVS value is selected as the optimum solution.
To gain a broader understanding of image quality measures, similar analysis
was perfomed using different set of events: 100 million (M), 250M and 500M. The
optimum TVS-DROP values for 100M, 250M and 500M were 0.525, 0.14 and 0.075
respectively. These values were retrieved from the 10th iteration of the TVS-DROP
algorithmic scheme. Below is the picture (Figure 6.1) of the reconstructed images
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Figure 6.1: Images reconstructed based on optimum TVS-DROP values using (a)
1B events (b) 500M events (c) 250M events (d) 100M events
based on the respective optimum TVS-DROP values for four different number of
events.
From the figure (6.1), one can clearly justify using larger number of events (typically not less than 500M) for the purpose of pCT image reconstruction. In other
words, we can conclude that by increasing the number of events in conjunction with
implementation of the optimum TVS-DROP value produces relatively better image
quality. In addition, a graph of TVS vs Iteration Number was plotted (Figure 6.2)
for the above four set of events. For this plot, the optimum TVS-DROP value of
0.0875 for one billion events was used as a solution to execute the reconstruction
code for all four set of events. The purpose of this graph is to observe how the TVS
values changes as a function of iteration number for a given number of events. In
order to be consistent, the maximum number of iterations was set to 10.
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Figure 6.2: Graph of TVS vs Iteration Number for different number of events using
DROP = 0.0875 as the solution
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6.2.3

Results from CARP Study

Similar to the TVS-DROP study, the parallelized TVS-CARP reconstruction
algorithm was executed using 20 compute nodes with the primary objective of finding the“optimum” TVS-CARP value that would produce reconstructed images of
“best” possible quality. To mirror the TVS-DROP study, one billion Geant4 events
was used for the purpose of image reconstruction with iteration number set to 10.
Based on the similar qualitative analysis that was performed in the previous DROP
study, the optimum TVS-CARP parameter was found to be 0.03 at the 9th iteration.
Likewise, when the above analysis was conducted using three other sets of events:
100M, 250M and 500M, the optimum TVS-CARP values were established as 0.6,
0.1625 and 0.035 respectively. These values were extracted from the 10th iteration
of the algorithmic pattern. Figure (6.3) is the picture of the images which were
reconstructed using optimum TVS-CARP values for four different set of events.
Using the optimum TVS-CARP value of 0.03 as a reference solution, a similar
graph of TVS vs iteration number was sketched for different set of events.
From the graph (Figure 6.4), similar conclusion can be made where the reconstruction of image with better quality is directly proportional to the number of
events when the optimum TVS-CARP parameter is implemented.

6.2.4

Comparing results from CARP and DROP Study

From our previous study, we concluded that employing optimum DROP/CARP
parameters, TVS values decreases as a function of iteration number. In this section,
the graphs (Figure 6.5) are plotted to depict how the minimization of TVS values
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Figure 6.3: Images reconstructed based on optimum TVS-CARP values using (a)
1B events (b) 500M events (c) 250M events (d) 100M events
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Figure 6.4: Graph of TVS vs Iteration Number for different number of events using
CARP = 0.03 as the solution
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using the DROP linear solver is greater in comparison to that of CARP linear solver
for a given number of events.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.5: Comparing the minimization of TVS values using DROP and CARP
method. Plot of TVS vs Iteration Number using different number of events(a) 1B
(b) 500M (c) 250M (d) 100M

In addition, when comparing quality of the image reconstructed by applying optimum DROP and CARP parameters for one billion events (Figure 6.6), we observe
that the image reconstructed using DROP algorithm seem “washed out” and appear
rather sketchy especially at the boundaries whereas the image reconstructed using
CARP linear solver has more contrast to it. The boundaries look definite and the
image in general look more vivid.
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Figure 6.6: Reconstructed images for one billion events using (a) TVS-DROP (b)
TVS-CARP
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6.3

Relative Error Study

6.3.1

Introduction

In addition to the TVS study, further analysis of image quality was done by
comparing the “reconstructed” RSP values to the “standard” RSP values. In other
words, the relative difference between the RSP values from the reconstructed image
and the given RSP values from the standard image was calculated. So, the focus of
this study was to compute relative error of the reconstructed images by evaluating
the precision of RSP values quantitatively with an eye on proton treatment planning.
The relative error calculation of RSP values is one of the images quality measures
employed in this study and is defined as
X
εn =

0

|xj − xnj |

j

X

0

|xj |

(6.1)

j

0

where, xj , xnj and j represent actual phantom RSP values, reconstructed RSP values
and pixel respectively. To assess, the quality of the reconstructed images, relative
error was calculated for each iteration,n in the reconstruction algorithm. For the
purpose of this thesis, relative error study was carried out in three different ways
which are discussed here in detail.
Based on the histogram plot (Figure 6.7) of a RSP distribution in a “standard”
image (MIRD head phantom), different region of interests (ROIs) were selected accordingly for the relative error study. In other words, the standard and reconstructed
RSP values in those specific regions were compared by calculating the relative error
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Figure 6.7: (a)is the histogram plot of Standard Image and (b)is the histogram plot
of Reconstructed Image
in the RSP values. The ROIs were categorized primarily into three different regions
and they are N oAir, Bone and M . In order to achieve a best-possible comparison
between standard and reconstructed RSP values for a given number of pixels j, the
ROIs were defined based on the chosen range of RSP values (Figure 6.7). So for this
study, N oAir was defined as the ROI with RSP values greater than 0.01. Likewise,
Bone was described as ROI with RSP values between 1.4 and 1.6 whereas M was a
ROI with RSP values in the range of 0.81 and 1.1.

6.3.2

Relative Error Calculation based on TVS Study

The main objective of this study was to apply the optimum parameter values
from the TVS study to calculate the relative error in the RSP values of those above
mentioned ROIs. In the previous study, TVS method was investigated in conjunction with two linear solvers - DROP and CARP to find the respective optimal solutions. Here, we will use those optimum parameters as a reference value to compute
relative error in RSP values as a function of iteration number.
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6.3.2.1

TVS-DROP method in Relative Error Calculation

Based on the TVS-DROP method, the optimal solution was established to be
0.0875 (Chapter 6.2.2). Employing this parameter value, the graph of relative error
vs iteration number was plotted using four different set of events (protons): 100M,
250M, 500M and 1B generated from the Geant4 simulation code. To investigate
above mentioned ROIs, three different graphs (Relative error vs iteration number)
were sketched with DROP value set to 0.0875 and iteration number fixed at 10
(Figure 6.8).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.8: Plot of Relative Error vs Iteration Number based on the 1B events study

In the case of 500M and 1B events (Figure 6.8), we see that the relative error in
the RSP values is lower on average over 10 iterations in the region M followed by
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N oAir and Bone. We also observe that the relative error is lowest at the first iteration. The error value then increases slightly before it starts to decrease gradually. In
the case of 100M events, the relative error decreases significantly with each iteration
for each of the three different ROIs. However, on average the error values are lower
in the Bone region as compared to N oAir and M upto 10 iterations. Similarly in
the case of 250M events, overall, the relative error in the RSP values are smaller in
the Bone region followed by M and N oAir respectively.

6.3.2.2

TVS-CARP method in Relative Error Calculation

The optimum CARP value was found to be 0.03 based on the TVS-CARP study
(Chapter 6). To investigate ROIs in the reconstructed images, similar analysis was
done where the optimal solution of 0.03 was used as reference value to plot the graph
(Figure 6.9) of relative error vs iteration number using four different set of events:
100M, 250M, 500M and 1B.
Similar to the previous study, the relative error values in N oAir, Bone and M
regions are lower on average for the case of 500M and 1B events compared to that
of 100M and 250M events.
Based on these observations, we can conclude that the usage of lower dosage
(100M and 250M events) in general, does not improve the quality of reconstructed
image with respect to the standard image. On the other hand, using higher dosage
such as 500M and 1B events decreases the relative error in the RSP values, thus,
improving the quality of the reconstructed images. Since, both 500M and 1B events
seem to generate similar results in the relative error calculation, using 500M events
(lower dose) seem advantageous over 1B events (higher dose) for the clinical pur-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.9: Plot of Relative Error vs Iteration Number based on the 1B events study

poses. However, based on the results from TVS-study using 1B events is favorable
over 500M events as both output similar relative error in the RSP values.

6.3.2.3

Comparing TVS-DROP/CARP method in calculating Relative
Error

Based on the graphs (Figure 6.10), one cannot quite conclude as to which of the
two methods: TVS-DROP and TVS-CARP are better in minimizing the relative
error in the RSP values. This is due to the fact that the average relative error values
for both 500M and 1B events are similar using either of these methods. In the light
of the matter, instead of implementing the TVS study to calculate relative error,
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we will perform similar analysis (in the following section) but using the optimum
DROP/CARP parameters that gives the least relative error in the RSP value of the
ROIs.

6.3.3

Minimizing Relative Error in the RSP values

To investigate the RSP values in the ROIs: N oAir, Bone and M , DROP and
CARP parameters were manipulated accordingly to find the least relative error
values in those ROIs. The linear solvers that gave the smallest relative error were
considered to be the optimum solution for this study. However, one should note that
for this study, additional different set of events (1.5B, 2B and 4B) were included to
observe the effect of increasing the number of events (more than 1B) on the values
of relative error, if any.

6.3.3.1

DROP parameter with Least Relative Error

In the case of N oAir and Bone regions, the optimum DROP value was confirmed
to be 2.0 based on the analysis of 1B events. In other words, implementing the
DROP value of 2.0 resulted in the relative error with least value in the N oAir and
Bone regions. Likewise, the optimum DROP parameter was found to be 0.8 in
the region M using the same number of events. Based on these optimal solutions
(values), the graphs of Relative Error vs iteration number (set to 10) was plotted
for each of the three ROIs (Figure 6.11).
Based on the figure, similar trend compared to the previous study (See Sec
6.3.2.1) was observed where the average relative error values were lower in the region
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M than that of the N oAir and Bone in the case of 500M events and higher. Also,
increasing the number of events (1.5B, 2B and 4B) did not produce significant
improvement in the relative error calculation of RSP values.

6.3.3.2

CARP parameter with Least Relative Error

The optimum CARP value that outputs the smallest relative error in the regions
- N oAir, Bone and M were 0.15, 0.25 and 0.1 respectively. Likewise, analysis was
done using 1B events and the optimum solutions were used as a reference value to
plot the graphs of relative error vs iteration number for the respective ROIs (Figure
6.12).
Similar results were observed where the additional increased number of events
did not reduce the relative error in the RSP values and the relative error values were
smaller in the region M in comparison to that of N oAir and Bone.

6.3.4

Reconstructed RSP values

Unlike previous sections in this chapter, the objective of this section is to analyze
image quality by comparing the “standard” RSP with respect to the ”reconstructed”
RSP values. To paraphrase, until now we had compared the RSP values from the
reconstructed image to that of the standard image whereas in the section, we will
compare RSPs from the standard image with the reconstructed image RSP values for
the sake of “completeness” and consequently, to see if there is any improvement in
the relative error calculation. The analysis was performed only in the case of N oAir
region using four different set of events: 100M, 250M, 500M and 1B. Using the same
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reasoning as before, optimum DROP and CARP values were found to be 0.45 and
1.1 respectively using 1B events. The graph of relative error vs iteration number
is plotted for the N oAir region using the optimal DROP and CARP parameters
(Figure 6.13). However, we did not see any improvements in the relative error
calculation. On the contrary, we ended up getting higher relative error in the RSP
values compared to the previous studies.

6.3.5

Comparing Reconstructed RSP plots

During the course of our relative error study, we observed that the distribution
of reconstructed RSP values changed with iteration number. In other words, the
RSP distribution curve smoothens with the increase in iteration number and was
observed in each of the three ROIs for a given number of events. The comparisons
plots (voxels vs RSP values) between Iteration 1 and Iteration 10 for 1B events are
shown in Figures (6.14) and (6.15). The plots were generated for the respective
ROIs using the optimum DROP and CARP values of 2.0 and 0.15 respectively (Sec
6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2).
From the graphs, we can see that the smoothing of the distribution curve is
more profound in the “CARP” graph than in the “DROP” graph. Further study is
needed to explain this observation. One should note that the plots are zoomed in
to observe the smoothing in detail.
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6.4

Voxel Level Statistics Study

6.4.1

Introduction

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the quality of the reconstructed images by quantitative analysis of the RSP values in each voxels (3D) of
these images. Each reconstructed image is decomposed into a grid of 256 x 256 x 70
voxels with each voxel size of 0.625 mm by 0.625 by 2.5 mm. This study was carried
out, firstly, by generating 30 different sets (independent) of data where each data
represents approximately a billion events (protons). These events were generated
using Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation (Chapter 3) using a MIRD head phantom.
Using these data sets, a three dimensional image is reconstructed using image reconstruction algorithm. The reconstruction code partitions the head phantom volume
into voxels. The RSP values from each of those voxels were quantitatively studied
by performing various mathematical operations such as averaging the RSP values
in each voxels from 30 different data sets, calculating the standard deviation and
resolution of those RSP values, and calculating the ”scaled difference” in these RSP
values. The scaled difference (S) is calculated by mathematically comparing standard RSP values with the average reconstructed RSP values and then is scaled by
the above average value. The scaled difference is defined as

S=

|xi − ai |
a

(6.2)

where xi , ai , and i represent actual phantom RSP values, average RSP values (30
data sets), and voxels respectively. Based on the above mathematical operations,
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reconstructed images are evaluated by employing the optimal DROP and CARP
parameter value from the previous relative error study. One should note that for
the purpose of this study, several modifications and revisions were made on the
reconstruction code itself to enhance the quality of the reconstructed images by
excluding the bad events from the Geant4 simulation data (private communications,
Caesar Ordonez). However, the images reconstructed during this study shows leftright asymmetry which we do not yet know the origin of these artifacts.

6.4.2

Voxel Level Statistics using optimal DROP
parameter

In this section, the density maps are plotted to study quality of the reconstructed
image at the voxel level. This is done by implementing the optimal DROP parameter (DROP = 2.0) from the relative error study to reconstruct images using 30
independent data sets. As discussed earlier, primarily four different mathematical
operations were performed to study the visual quality of the reconstructed images.
Initially, employing all 30 data sets and choosing a ”slice number” ranging from 1
to 70 (vertical voxel grid), quantitative computations such as averages of the RSP
values from the above data sets were calculated for a given voxel. Likewise, using
the average RSP values, standard deviation of these values were computed. Using the average values and the standard deviation, resolution was calculated. The
resolution (R) is given by,
Ri =

σi
ai

(6.3)

Here, a and σ are the averages and standard deviations of the RSP values of a given
voxel for all 30 data sets respectively whereas, i represents the voxel. Finally, the
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scaled difference is measured using Equation. Based on the above four quantitative
analysis - averages, standard deviation, resolution and scaled difference, four different images were reconstructed with different visual qualities for a given iteration
number. Since the relative errors in the RSP values were smallest at the first iteration. (Section 6.1), these images were generated with iteration number set to 1 in the
reconstruction algorithm. To better understand and study the visual quality, four
different images as mentioned earlier were generated for each of the three different
slice numbers - 15, 35, 60. Figures (6.16), (6.17), and (6.18) are the images plotted
for different slice numbers. One should note that the plot ranges were selected to
enhance and compare the visibility of the structures of interest (besides “averages”
plot).
In addition, Figure (6.19) are the images plotted with slice number set to 35.
However, these images were generated using the tenth iteration in the reconstruction
algorithm. This is done to showcase the fact that the image quality is highest at the
first iteration and decreases gradually with increasing iteration number. This result
is in accordance to the previous relative error study where the errors were smallest
at the first iterations.

6.4.3

Voxel Level Statistics using optimal CARP paramter

To mirror previous voxel level study using DROP method, similar analysis was
done to plot density maps of RSP values at the voxel level by implementing the
optimal CARP value (CARP = 0.15) from the relative error study. Using the given
30 independent sets of data, above discussed mathematical operations are conducted
generating images showing RSP distribution at the voxel level for different slice
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numbers - 15, 35, 60 (Figures 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22). One should note that these
images are associated with the first iteration of the reconstruction algorithm.
Also, Figure (6.23) represent images derived from the slice number 35 with iteration number set to 10. Similar to the above DROP study, we can notice that
the image quality have depreciated with increase in iteration number. This result
is also in accordance to the relative error study.

6.4.4

Comparing Density Plots between DROP and
CARP Study

Based on the head phantom resolution images (Figure 6.24 - 6.26), we observe
that the density plot image generated using optimal DROP parameter is smoother
(as expected from previous studies) than image reconstructed using optimal CARP
value. Images from CARP study have visible contrast in them and the pixels appear
granulated in comparison to the images from DROP study. However, based on the
visual qualities of these images, one cannot quite claim as to which of these two
methods - DROP and CARP is superior as both studies output similar results for
different slice numbers.
In addition, based on the resolution plots (Figure 6.24 - 6.26), resolution (R)
distribution was plotted for the middle axis (horizontal axis) of the head phantom
to see the difference, if any, between DROP and CARP method. This resolution
distribution was plotted for three different slice numbers: 15, 35, and 60. However,
looking at those plots (Figure 6.27), there is not much difference in the distribution
values. This, again, led us to conclude that DROP and CARP methods output
similar results with minor differences in visual qualities.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6.10: Comparing Relative error values in three different ROIs - NoAir, Bone
and M using optimum DROP and CARP parameter from the TVS study. Plot of
Relative error vs Iteration number using four different number of events - 100M,
250M, 500M and 1B: (a),(c) and (e) Optimum DROP in NoAir, Bone and M respectively (b), (d) and (f) Optimum CARP in NoAir, Bone and M respectively
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.11: Plot of Relative Error vs Iteration Number using “optimum” DROP
values (least relative error calculation) based on the 1B events study for each of the
three ROIs using different number of events (a) NoAir (b) Bone (c) M
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.12: Plot of Relative Error vs Iteration Number using “optimum” CARP
values (least relative error calculation) based on the 1B events study for each of the
three ROIs using different number of events (a) NoAir (b) Bone (c) M

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13: Plot of Relative Error vs Iteration Number using different number of
events (a) Using optimal DROP (b) Using optimal CARP. Optimal values were
established based on the least error in the RSP values by comparing the “standard”
RSP values to the “reconstructed” RSP values
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(a) Reconstructed RSP values using
optimum DROP value based on the
N oAir region

(b) Reconstructed RSP values using
optimum DROP value based on the
Bone region

(c) Reconstructed RSP values using
optimum DROP value based on the
M region

Figure 6.14: Histogram of Reconstructed RSP values displaying smoothness in the
RSP distribution with change in iteration number using optimum DROP values for
3 different ROIs
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(a) Reconstructed RSP values using
optimum CARP value based on the
N oAir region

(b) Reconstructed RSP values using
optimum CARP value based on the
Bone region

(c) Reconstructed RSP values using
optimum CARP value based on the
M region

Figure 6.15: Histogram of Reconstructed RSP values displaying smoothness in the
RSP distribution with change in iteration number using optimum CARP values for
3 different ROIs
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Figure 6.16: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal DROP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 15 and the first iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.17: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal DROP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 35 and the first iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.18: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal DROP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 60 and the first iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.19: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal DROP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 35 and the tenth iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.20: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal CARP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 15 and the first iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.21: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal CARP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 35 and the first iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.22: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal CARP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 60 and the first iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference
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Figure 6.23: Density Plot images reconstructed (using optimal CARP value from the
Relative error study) associated with slice number 35 and the tenth iteration in the
reconstruction code computing: (a) averages of RSP values for 30 data sets at the
voxel level (b) standard deviation values of the averaged RSP values (c) resolution
(d) scaled difference

Figure 6.24: Resolution Plot reconstructed using optimal DROP and CARP parameter with slice number=15 and iteration = 1: (a) Using optimal DROP parameter
= 2.0 (b) Using optimal CARP parameter = 0.15
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Figure 6.25: Resolution Plot reconstructed using optimal DROP and CARP parameter with slice number=35 and iteration = 1: (a) Using optimal DROP parameter
= 2.0 (b) Using optimal CARP parameter = 0.15

Figure 6.26: Resolution Plot reconstructed using optimal DROP and CARP parameter with slice number=60 and iteration = 1: (a) Using optimal DROP parameter
= 2.0 (b) Using optimal CARP parameter = 0.15
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.27: Comparing DROP and CARP method by plotting the resolution distribution at the center, horizontal axis of the head phantom using three different
slice numbers: (a) 15 (b) 35 (c) 60

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Proton computed tomography (pCT) is a promising medical imaging technology
that can accurately measure the dose delivery to the target tissues or tumors. Currently, the dose calculations and patient position in the pre-treatment room based on
the results from X-ray computed tomography (xCT) scans and X-ray radiographs
respectively. This process involves calculating photon relative linear attenuation
coefficients called Hounsfield values which, then, needs to be converted to relative
stopping power (RSP) values. This conversion process involves uncertainties in the
proton range. As a result, the potential of using proton as a means of therapy option
cannot be fully exploited. So, to address the issue, pCT, if developed, will have the
caliber to improve and enhance the current proton therapy treatments by avoiding
the conversion process and directly calculating the proton RSP distribution.
Northern Illinois University (NIU) in collaboration with Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) designed and built the current Phase II pCT scanner.
The NIU Phase II scanner is a upgrade to Phase I scanner in terms of higher data
rate collection and better tolerance of wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers used in the
Phase II scanner. In addition, to study the complex characteristics of proton transmission and detector responses, a precise description of the Phase II pCT scanner
has been incorporated in a Geant4 simulation program. The simulation software
takes all the relevant physical processes into account that can occur in a proton
therapy procedure. At the end of simulation, the Data Acquisition (DAQ) system
in the program stores (X,Y) coordinates from each of the four tracker planes and
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the calculated WEPL (residual energy) from the calorimeter. These nine physical
quantities along with the projection angle of the proton beams are used as an input
in the parallelized reconstruction algorithm to generate high quality reconstructed
pCT scans.
In order to better understand the image quality measures of the reconstructed
pCT scans, three major studies were conducted - Total variation superiorization
(TVS) method, least relative error study and voxel level statistics. The main purpose
of the TVS study was to seek the optimum DROP and CARP parameter values that
would generate reconstructed images of best possible quality. In this study, image
quality was prioritized over the lowest TVS value. To paraphrase, the reconstructed
image with higher quality may not necessarily be associated with the lowest TVS
value. Nonetheless, if the visual image quality are similar between images, then the
image with the lowest TVS value is chosen as the optimum solution. The study
was conducted using different set of events (number of protons) to gain a broader
understanding of the TVS method. Thus, based on the TVS study, it was found
that DROP method has much more smoothing operations compared to the CARP
method. This explains why DROP images look smoother, and CARP images look
noisier but sharper. We also noticed that the studies with the number of iterations
more than 10 showed that DROP TVS decreases monotonically for a long time while
the CARP flattens out.
In addition to the TVS study, further research on the image quality measure
was carried out in the form of relative error calculation. The main objective of
this study was to evaluate relative error of the reconstructed images by measuring
the precision of RSP values quantitatively. This was done by computing the scaled
difference between the RSP values from the reconstructed images and the standard
image. This study was primarily divided into two parts. In the first part, the relative
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error calculation was done using the optimum DROP and CARP values from the
TVS study. In the second part, optimum DROP and CARP parameter was found
based on the solution that produce the least relative error. In general, the errors
can be decomposed into systematic and random errors and in our Relative error
study, the systematic errors are independent for large number of protons ( > 500M)
used in image reconstruction, while random errors decrease with increasing number
of protons. Since, the TVS and relative error studies top out around 500M events,
and the error is still large, we conclude that the current state of the reconstruction
code chain has systematic errors that need investigation whereas the random errors
seem to behave as expected. Systematic errors are also visible in the voxel-based
histograms, with the peaks shifted from the correct place. It is not explained why
CARP smoothens the peaks with iteration number. This is especially puzzling in
view of the fact that DROP TVS is decreasing with iteration number.
Lastly, the research done was to study RSP density mapping by performing
quantitative analysis of the RSP values at the voxel level. In general, four main
mathematical operations - averaging the RSP values in each voxel for independent
data sets, calculating the standard deviation and resolution of these RSP values and
computing the scaled difference in the RSP values, were executed with an aim to
improve the quality of the reconstructed images. Overall, voxel-based error studies
show larger errors in larger RSP values, poor resolution in the middle and along
edges of the head phantom. There is also a left-right asymmetry present for which
the source is unknown at this moment. Thus, to conclude, several more tests and
studies need to be carried out to further understand and resolve discrepancies in the
quality of the reconstructed images. For instance, the TVS study can be further
extended by taking other block-iterative projection (BIP) methods and string averaging (SAV) methods into account besides DROP and CARP to study reconstructed
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image quality. Also, further increasing the size of events (number of protons) and
implementing various BIP and SAV methods can give a broader understanding of
the visual quality of the images. Likewise, similar conclusion can be made on the
relative error study where expanding the number of events and incorporating other
iterative methods may lead to lower relative error calculation. In the case of Density plot study, the main idea that could be implemented in the future is to use a
larger number of data sets (more than 30) to observe the difference, if any, in the
quality of the reconstructed images. Moreover, the most interesting and productive
idea would be to employ the revised reconstruction code from the Density mapping
research to study both the TVS method and relative error calculation and compare
the results with the current ones from those studies. Nonetheless, based on our
study, we cannot quite conclude as to which of the two iterative methods - DROP
and CARP, is significantly better as both methods gave similar results in terms of
the visual qualities of those reconstructed images. In general, further improvements
to the RSP map reconstruction code base is necessary in order to reach clinically
realistic/useful imaging quality.
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Figure A.1: Flowchart diagram of the primary steps involved in this research paper
Figure (A.1) is the flowchart diagram of the primary steps involved in this thesis
where the data generated from the Geant4 simulation software was used as input
to the image reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct pCT scans. Image quality
measures study was then carried out based on these reconstructed images.

APPENDIX B
MATHEMATICA SOURCE CODE TO COMPUTE
VOXEL-LEVEL STATISTICS
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d a t a s e t s = 3 0 ; nx = ny = 2 5 6 ; nz = 7 0 ; i t e r a t i o n N u m b e r = 1 0 ;

ExactRSP = BinaryReadList [ ”C : \ \ . . . \ \ standard . bin ” , ” Real32 ” ] ;
ExactRSP = P a r t i t i o n [ ExactRSP , nx∗ny ] ;
prePath

= ”C : \ \ . . . \ \ NoAir carp \ \ ” ;

postPath

= ToString [ iterationNumber ] <> ” . bin ” ;

s l i c e [ n ] : = a l l s l i c e s [ [ All , n ] ]
a l l d a t a = Table [ f u l l P a t h = prePath <> ToString [ i ] <> ”\\” <> postPath;
BinaryReadList [ f u l l P a t h , ” Real32 ” ] , { i , 1 , d a t a s e t s } ] ;
a l l d a t a = Drop [ a l l d a t a , None , 3 ] ;
a l l s l i c e s = Table [ P a r t i t i o n [ a l l d a t a [ [ i ] ] , nx∗ny ] , { i , 1 , d a t a s e t s } ] ;
sliceNumber = 3 5 ;

Compute = Transpose [ s l i c e [ s l ic e Nu m be r ] ] ;
a v e r a g e s = Mean /@ Compute ;
stdDev = S t a n d a r d D e v i a t i o n /@ Compute ;
r e s o l u t i o n = stdDev / a v e r a g e s ;
s c a l e 1 = Mean [ a v e r a g e s // F l a t t e n ] ;
d i f f = Abs [ ExactRSP [ [ s l ic e Nu m b e r ] ] − a v e r a g e s ] / s c a l e 1 ;

P l o t 1 = P a r t i t i o n [ a v e r a g e s , nx ] ;
P l o t 2 = P a r t i t i o n [ d i f f , nx ] ;
P l o t 3 = P a r t i t i o n [ stdDev , nx ] ;
P l o t 4 = P a r t i t i o n [ r e s o l u t i o n , nx ] ;
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ArrayPlot [ Plot1 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel ,
PlotLegends −> Automatic , ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ]
GraphicsRow [ { ArrayPlot [ Plot2 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel ,
PlotRange −> {0 , 0 . 9 } , PlotLegends −> BarLegend [ { ” PigeonTones ” ,
{0 , 0 . 9 } } ] , ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ] ,
ArrayPlot [ Plot2 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel ,
PlotLegends −> Automatic , ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ] } , ImageSize −> 1 0 0 0 ]
GraphicsRow [ { ArrayPlot [ Plot3 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel ,
PlotRange −> {0 , 0 . 0 6 } , PlotLegends −> BarLegend [ { ” PigeonTones ” ,
{0 , 0 . 0 6 } } ] , ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ] ,
ArrayPlot [ Plot3 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel , PlotRange −> {0 , 0 . 0 8 } ,
PlotLegends −> BarLegend [ { ” PigeonTones ” , {0 , 0 . 0 8 } } ] ,
ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ] } , ImageSize −> 1 0 0 0 ]
GraphicsRow [ { ArrayPlot [ Plot4 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel ,
PlotRange −> {0 , 0 . 1 5 } , PlotLegends −> BarLegend [ { ” PigeonTones ” ,
{0 , 0 . 1 5 } } ] , ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ] ,
ArrayPlot [ Plot4 , ColorFunction −> GrayLevel , PlotRange −> {0 , 0 . 1 } ,
PlotLegends −> BarLegend [ { ” PigeonTones ” , {0 , 0 . 1 } } ] ,
ImageSize −> 4 0 0 ] } , ImageSize −> 1 0 0 0 ]
This is the Mathematica code used to study voxel-level statistics. For the purpose of this study, 30 independent datasets with approximately 1 billion events each
was generated using Geant4 simulation program and a MIRD head phantom. These
data served as an input to the image reconstruction algorithm to generate 3D reconstructed pCT scans. The reconstruction code partitions the head phantom volume
into voxels. Each reconstructed image is decomposed into a grid of 256 x 256 x 70
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voxels. The RSP values from each of those voxels are were quantitatively studied
and plotted by performing various mathematical operations such as averaging the
RSP values in each voxels from 30 different data sets, calculating the standard deviation and resolution of those RSP values, and calculating the “scaled difference”
in those RSP values. In the code, the term“ExactRSP” refers to the theoretically
calculated RSP values of the given phantom.

